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Abstract
Previous works on information extraction from tables
make use of prior knowledge such as a cognition model
of tables or lexical knowledge bases for speciﬁc domains.
However, we often need to interpret table structures in each
table differently and to treat lexicons in various domains
to more fully utilize the broad range of tables available on
the Web. The method proposed in this paper uses relations
represented by structures to extract an ontology from a table. Once the interpretations of table structures are given
by humans, the table structures are automatically generalized to extract relations from the whole table. We deﬁne a
formal representation of generalized table structure based
on the adjacency of cells and iterative structures. As the result of the comparison with a method proposed in a previous
work, it was shown that our method is suited to extraction
of various relations which are needed for descriptions in
RDF/OWL.

1 Introduction
A large amount of metadata is required to realize the Semantic Web. Tools for manual input and metadata management have been proposed[7, 9]. A content management system adding annotations to its contents is also proposed[10].
However, they are not suited to the creation of a large
amount of metadata. Therefore, we need to automatically
extract metadata from existing data stored on the Web.
Some papers use HTML tag structures to extract information from Web pages[1, 5, 4].
In this paper, we propose a method for ontology extraction from semi-structured tables. Table structures represent
relations between data in the table. Therefore, we can extract an ontology from a table on the basis of features of
table structures. To extract ontologies from a broad range
of tables on the Web, we focus on the following points:
Interpret Table Structures for Each Table The relation that a table structure represents depends on the table.
We need to interpret the table structures in each table differently.
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Cover Tables in Various Domains Tables collected
from the Web often have contents that cover various domains. That is why it is important to process tables without
domain-speciﬁc knowledge bases. To interpret table structures, previous works make use of prior knowledge such
as types of tables determined by examining similarity of
data[2, 13] and the cognition model of tables[11]. Domainspeciﬁc knowledge bases are also used[6, 12]. The aim of
these previous works is to extract relations between data
from tables in a speciﬁc domain automatically.
Our aim is to extract relations between data from tables
in various domains semi-automatically using interpretations
of table structures given to each table by humans. Our approach is as follows:
1. Give an interpretation of a table structure
2. Generalize the table structure
3. Extract relations from the whole table
Giving an interpretation to each table by humans enables us
to interpret the table structure in each table differently. On
the basis of the observation of table structures, we generalize the table structures, which represent particular relations,
focusing on the adjacency of cells and iterative structures.
We extract relations from the whole table using generalized
table structures which represent particular relations. Our
approach is easy to apply to tables in various domains because it does not use a domain-speciﬁc knowledge base.
In Section 2, we describe the observation of table structures. In Section 3, we explain the formalization of table
structure based on our observation. We show the algorithm
for extracting relations between data in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate our method comparing a method proposed in a previous work, and present a conclusion in Section 6.

2 Observation
In this section, we describe our observations of table
structures and relations represented by the table structures.
Table structures represent relations between data in the
table. It is reasonable to suppose that a relation represented

Cell A

Table 1. A price list of PC components
PC Component
ProductID
ProductName
Price
Memory
M27 512
PC2700 512MB
$70
M27 256
PC2700 256MB
$40
Processor
P4 340
Pentium 4 3.40E GHz $260
P4 280
Pentium 4 2.80A GHz $140
A64 320
Athlon 64 3200+
$160
by a structure is consistent in one table. We call the relations
represented by a table structure the semantics of the table
structure.
Take Table 1 as an example. We can interpret “PC Component”, “Memory” and “Processor” as classes which individuals belong to. We can also interpret “ProductID”, “ProductName” and “Price” as properties of the individuals, and
“P4 280”, “Pentium 4 2.80A GHz” and “$140” as property
values of these properties.
We can extract this relation between the data using semantics of the structure in Table 1, which is described as
“A spanning cell represents a class which an individual belongs to. A row which consist of three cells between spanning cells represent properties of an individual. Consecutive rows which consists of three cells represent property
values.”
When semantics of a structure is given, we can extract
relations between data in the structure. To extract relations
between data in various structures which have the same semantics, we need to generalize and represent table structures without changing the semantics of the structures.
On the basis of our observations of table structures, we
make some assumptions for generalizing and representing
table structures as is described below:
Adjacency of Cells We observed that two adjacent
cells often have different kinds of data if an edge of the cell
contains the edge of the other cell. We make an assumption
that a structure of a row and a column is characterized by
adjacency of cells and iterative structures in the row or the
column.
Relation between Cells in a Row or a Column We
observed that cells which are in a particular relation are positioned in a row or a column. We make an assumption that
a relation between cells in a row or a column is represented
by the structure of the row or the column. We also observed
that the same kinds of data are described in serial cells in a
row or a column that have the same features. This is the reason we focus on iterative structures in rows and/or columns.
Relation between Cells in Different Rows and
Columns We observed that cells that are in different rows
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Figure 1. Correspondences between adjacency of cells and a link between boxes
or columns and are in a particular relation have a relation
with the cell at which the rows and columns intersect. We
assume that a relation between cells in different rows or
columns is represented by the structure of the region consisting of the rows and columns in which the cells lie.
We deﬁne a formal representation of generalized table
structures based on these assumptions.

3 Formalization of Table Structure
To employ semantics of table structures, we need to formalize the table structures. We deﬁne a formal representation of table structures based on the assumptions described
in 2.2.

As we described in 2.2, we assume the structure of a row
and a column is characterized by adjacency of cells in the
row or the column.
We introduce a “box” as an element corresponding to
a cell, and adjacency of cells are represented as links between boxes. We also introduce a uni-directional link and
a bi-directional link between boxes. A link between boxes
represents the adjacency of two cells as is shown in Fig. 1.
The three types of adjacency of two cells are shown in
the upper part of Fig. 1, and two boxes corresponding to
the cells and the link between them are shown in the lower
part of Fig. 1. “Box A” corresponds to “Cell A” and “Box
B” corresponds to “Cell B”. The link between “Box A” and
“Box B” represents the adjacency between “Cell A” and
“Cell B”. When the edges of two adjacent cells meet completely, the two boxes corresponding to the cells are linked
bi-directionally. When the longer edge contains the shorter
edge, the two boxes corresponding to the cells are linked
uni-directionally. When the two edges meet partially, two
boxes are not linked.

We assume that relations between cells in a row or a column are represented by the structure of the row or the col-

PC
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Processor

ex:Price
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Property3

SubClass
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Figure 2. An RDF graph describing the relations between data in Table 1
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Figure 3. The structure representing relations
shown in Fig. 2
umn because cells that are in a particular relation are often
in a row or a column.
Take Table 1 as an example. Suppose that Fig. 2 represents the relation between “PC Component”, “Processor”,
“ProductName” and “Pentium 4 2.80A GHz”.
On the basis of the assumption, we focus on the structure of the second column in order to represent a relation
between a property “ProductName” and a property value
“Pentium 4 2.80A GHz”. Same goes for two other properties. Cells in which classes “PC Component” and “Processor” are described span over three columns. Therefore we
focus on the rectangular region which includes these cells.
Fig. 3 shows the structure of the region. The structure is
represented as linked boxes. The boxes corresponding to
“PC Component” cell, “Processor” cell, cells in the second
row and cells in the eighth row are labeled according to the
semantics of the structure. The box corresponding to “PC
Component” cell is labeled “SuperClass”. The box corresponding to “Processor” cell is labeled “SubClass”. It is because “PC Component” is a superclass of “Processor” and
“Processor” is a class which individuals belong to. In a similar way, the box corresponding to “ProductID” is labeled
“Property1” and the box corresponding to “P4 280” cell is
labeled “Value1”. The numbers added to the labels “Property” and “Value” represent the correspondence between a
property and a property value.
We observed that the same kinds of data are often entered
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Figure 4. Generalized structures of Table 1
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in serial cells which have the same features in a row or a
column. On the basis of this observation, we assume serial
boxes that have the same links should have the same label.
Therefore, we integrate the boxes that have the same links
to represent serial cells holding the same kinds of data. We
introduce symbol “+” to represent structures that contain
serial boxes that have the same links.
We can revise Fig. 3 to yield Fig. 4 using symbol “+”.
We do not integrate differently labeled boxes into one box
in brackets because differently labeled boxes correspond to
cells that have different kinds of data.
We deﬁne the representations of table structures that utilize boxes and symbol “+” as “generalized structures”.
The generalized structure shown in Fig. 4 matches a
structure which represents a relation between a superclass,
one or more subclasses, properties and property values. The
boxes labeled “Value1”, “Value2” and “Value3” in brackets represents the structure of the rows holding the property
values. The bi-directional link beside symbol “+” indicates
that the three boxes in the brackets can be linked vertically
and bi-directionally. The downward link beside symbol “+”
indicates that the three boxes in the brackets can be linked
downward to a box labeled “Subclass”. labeled “Value” can
be linked vertically and bi-directionally.

We assume a relation between cells in different rows or
columns is represented by the structure of the region consisting of the rows and columns in which the cells are positioned.
Take Table 2 as an example. Let us suppose that we are
given the fact an rdf graph shown in Fig. 5 represents. “Dimension8300” is a value of “hasName” property of an individual, “RAM” is a property of the individual and “256MB”
is a value of “RAM” property. On the basis of this assumption, the relation between “Dimension8300”, “RAM” and
“256MB” is represented by the structure of the row and column that include the cells.
We focus on the shaded region in Table 3. Fig. 6 shows
the structure of the shaded region in Table 2. The box corresponding to “Dimension8300” is labeled “Name” because
“Dimension8300” is a value of “hasName” property. In a

Property

Table 2. A region representing a relation between cells in different rows and columns

256MB
ex:RAM

RAM
512MB
256MB
256MB

HDD
60GB
80GB
40GB

Dimension
8300
ex:hasName

Figure 5. An RDF graph describing the relation between data in Table 2
similar way, the box corresponding to “RAM” is labeled
“Property” and the box corresponding to “256MB” is labeled “Value”.
We can revise Fig. 6 to yield Fig. 7(a)(b) using symbol “+”. We use symbol “+” to represent the iteration of
the structure that consists of three boxes. We do not use
symbol “+” in the brackets when the structure we represent
is a combination of structures of a row and a column. The
box labeled “Property” of the generalized structure shown
in Fig. 7(a) corresponds to cells in the ﬁrst row because
the box has no link on the top edge. If we used symbol
“+” in the brackets, the box would also correspond to cells
positioned in the second row. The link beside symbol “+”
indicates that all boxes in the brackets can be linked horizontally and bi-directionally. The same goes for Fig. 7(b).
The generalized structure shown in Fig. 7(a) corresponds
to reading the table horizontally. The generalized structure
shown in Fig. 7(b) corresponds to reading the table vertically.

4 Algorithm for Extracting Table Structure
As described in Section 1, our approach is as follows:
1. Give an interpretation of a table structure
2. Generalize the table structure
3. Extract relations from the whole table
We will explain each step of this approach.
Property

Name

Value

Figure 6. The structure of the shaded region
in Table 2
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Figure 7. Generalized structures of the
shaded region in Table 2
Give an Interpretation of a Table Structure It is not
trivial how to exactly design an ontology[3]. On the other
hand, ontologies published on the Web don’t cover various contents in tables and their designs are not often suited
to the interpretations which are needed. To interpret table
structures in each table differently, we have to give interpretations of table structures by humans. We give a set of
RDF statements describing the relation between data in a
structure as an interpretation of a structure.
Take Table 1 as an example. The RDF graph shown in
Fig. 2, which represents a relation between words in Table 1, corresponds to a set of RDF statements. This shows
that one RDF statement cannot always describe a relation
represented by a table structure. This is why we give a set
of RDF statements as an interpretation of a table structure.
We refer to a set of RDF statements describing a relation
represented by a table structure as an “Episode”.
Generalize the Table Structure Once an interpretation of a table structure is given as an episode, the structure
is automatically generalized by performing the following
steps. First, we ﬁnd cells in which resources and properties of a given episode are described. Next, we represent
the structure of the region which includes the found cells as
linked boxes. Then we label the boxes according to semantics of the structure. Finally, we group serial boxes which
have the same links and represent the structure using symbol “+”. However, we do not look for properties such as
rdf:type and rdfs:subClassOf because these properties are
represented by the table structures themselves.
If the RDF graph shown in Fig. 2 is given, we can obtain
the generalized structures shown in Fig. 4 from Table 1.
Extract Relations from the Whole Table We can extract relations between data in the structure which a generalized structure matches. A generalized structure represents
relations between data in cells that the labeled boxes correspond to. To ﬁnd structures that a generalized structure
matches, we compare a box corresponding to a cell in a table and a box in the general structure. If the two boxes have
the same links, they are considered identical.
If we try to extract relations from Table 1 using the
generalized structure shown in Fig. 4, we can extract
some episodes describing individuals such as an RDF graph
shown in Fig. 8.

PC
Component
rdfs:subClassOf
Memory

PC2700
256MB

$40
ex:Price

rdf:type

ex:ProductName
M27_256

ex:ProductID

Figure 8. New episode extracted from Table 1
A generalized structure which represents inconsistent
relations can be obtained using our generalizing method.
Therefore we introduce the following heuristics in order to
ﬁnd such generalized structures.
We do not use a generalized structure more than one
properties or superclasses correspond to one property
value or one subclass. It is because such a correspondence rarely appears in a table.
We do not use a generalized structure in which all
boxes has same characteristics. It is because such a
generalized structure doesn’t correspond to speciﬁc relations and matches almost every structure.
Sometimes resources and properties described in extracted episodes are found in the different structures from
the structure which is given an interpretation. The extracted
episodes can be considered as interpretations of the structures. Therefore, we iterate the steps described above using
extracted episodes as interpretations of the structures until
we cannot extract any new episodes.
As a result of the iteration, we sometimes ﬁnd that
some episodes describe a word as a class and some describe the word as property. This inconsistency is caused by
the ambiguity of words. When such inconsistent episodes
are extracted, we eliminate them from the set of extracted
episodes.

5 Evaluation
As described in Section 1, the aims of our method are as
follows:
Interpret Table Structures for Each Table
Cover Tables in Various Domains
We compare our method with the method proposed by Pivk
et al.[11] in order to evaluate our method with respect to
these points.
Pivk’s method [11] interprets tables based on the table
cognition model[8] and generates a frame from a table. The
features of this method are as follows:
Division of a Table into Regions A table is divided
into regions. The method distinguishes between two kinds
of regions. one represents attributes and another represents
attribute values. The kinds of regions are determined based
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on the location of the regions and the type of data described
in the regions such as string, number and date.
Relation between Consecutive Regions A relation between regions is determined based on the locations of the
regions. When a region representing attributes and a region
representing attribute values are consecutive, the method
associates the two regions. When regions representing attributes are consecutive, the name of a method and a parameter of a frame consists of the attributes.
The features of our method are as follows:
Interpretations of Table Structures Our method
makes use of interpretations of table structures given by humans. The interpretations are given as a set of RDF statements which describe relations between some data in a table.
Generalization of Table Structure Our method generalizes table structures based on adjacency of cells and iterative structures.

We evaluate our method by comparing our method with
the method proposed in [11] focusing on the extraction of
relations between data in a table. We will explain each step
of the evaluation.
Step 1. We describe the relations between data in a table using RDF statements by humans. The description of
anonymous resources and properties which don’t appear in
a table need to be added appropriately.
Step 2. We apply the two methods to a table. Pivk’s
method generates a frame from a table. We need to transform the frame into a set of RDF statements in order to
compare the result of extraction by this method with the
relations described by humans in Step 1. Therefore we consider methods and parameters of the frame as properties.
We also consider the relation between attributes which consist of the name of a method or a parameter as a property
hierarchy. Our method needs sets of RDF statements describing relations between data in a table as episodes. We
describe episodes representing relations related to one individual and apply our algorithm using the episodes.
Step 3. We count the number of lacking descriptions
of classes, properties, class hierarchies and property hierarchies extracted by the two methods. We consider relations
described by humans in Step 1 as correct relations and compare these relations with the relations extracted by the two
method. However, Pivk’s method cannot extract properties
which don’t appear in a table. Therefore we don’t care the
correctness of names of methods and parameters of the generated frame corresponding to such properties.

The result of extraction depends on table structures. In
[11, 13], the following three table classes are proposed with

regard to the layout: 1-dimensional table, 2-dimensional table, complex table.
1-dimensinal table Tables belonging to this class have
one or more rows of attributes above rows of attribute values. Attribute values correspond to an attribute in the same
column. Table 1 belongs to this class.
2-dimensinal table Tables belonging to this class have
a rectangular area in which attribute values are described.
Attributes are described in one or more rows above the rectangular area and in one or more columns at the left side of
the area. Table 2 belongs to this class.
Complex table Tables belonging to this class have various features. On the basis of some features, the following three subclasses of this class are shown in the previous
works.
Partition label In a table belonging to this class, Special
labels make several partitions of the table. Each partition
shares the same attributes. The table shown in Fig. 9(a) is
an example of this class.
Over-expanded label In a table belonging to this class,
some attributes and some attribute values can expand over
multiple cells. The table shown in Fig. 9(b) is an example
of this class.
Combination A table belonging to this class consists of
several smaller tables. The table shown in Fig. 9(c) is an example of this class. The ﬁrst two rows and the lower seven
rows can be interpreted as two structuraly independent tables.
We gathered tables from three different domains: price
list, timetable and statistics. 25 tables were gathered in each
domain and 5 tables for each table class were gathered. In
order to gather tables, we used a search engine giving keywords “price list”, “timetable” and “statistics” and chose
tables which actually belong to these domains.
We carried out the steps described in 5.2 using the gathered tables. Table 3 shows the sum of the number of lacking descriptions of classes, properties, class hierarchies and
property hierarchies for each table class. The average number of descriptions of classes, properties, class hierarchies
and property hierarchies which given episodes represent are
shown in the lower part of the second row.
From tables belonging to 1-dimensional table class or
2-dimensional table class, both of the two methods could
extract correct correspondences between attributes and values. The reason that there is a difference between the results
of extraction by the two methods is due to interpretations of
attributes. When we describe relations between data in a
table, we should interpret some attributes as properties and
some attributes as property values. Which interpretations
are correct depends on the semantics of the attributes. However, Pivk’s method proposed cannot distinguish between
the two kinds of attributes because the method basically interprets a table based on the types and the locations of data.
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Our method can correctly interpret attributes because our
method uses interpretations given by humans. Similarly, attributes which are hierarchically positioned can represent
a few kinds of relations such as a property hierarchy and
a class and its properties. Our method can also interpret
such attributes using interpretations of structures given by
humans.
In some tables belonging to partition label class, attributes are described at the top of the table and no attribute
is described in each partition. Pivk’s method proposed cannot extract correspondences between attributes and attribute
values from such tables because the method interprets tables based on the assumption that the regions representing attributes and related attribute values are consecutive.
Our method can obtain correct correspondences between attributes and attribute values positioned separately because it
uses interpretations given by humans describing the relation
between the attributes and the attribute values. However,
when a few kinds of data are described in the same structure as labels, our method cannot obtain the correspondence
between the structure and the relation between data.
Many tables belonging to over-expanded label class or
combination class have attributes and attribute values which
are located separately and hierarchical attributes. This is the
reason Pivk’s method doesn’t work well. Tables belonging to these classes often contain cells spanning over multiple rows or columns representing consecutive cells in which
the same data are described. Therefore our method doesn’t
work well for such tables because the structures cannot be
represented as iterative structures in which the same kinds
of data are described. Table 3 also shows that there is little difference in the cost of giving episodes between simple
table classes and complex table classes.
From what has been discussed above, we can conclude
that our method can extract detailed relations using interpretations given by humans compared with the automatic
approach based on prior knowledge such as a table cognition model and features of types and locations of data.
This shows that our method is suited to extraction of various relations, such as property-property value pairs, class
hierarchies and property hierarchies, which are needed for
descriptions in RDF/OWL.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for extracting an
ontology from a table. The contributions of our work are as
follows:
Extracting Relations Based on Given Interpretation
Our method extracts relations based on interpretations given
by humans, in order to interpret table structures in each table
correctly.
Applicability to Tables in Various Domains Our
method is easy to apply to tables in various domains because

Figure 9. Examples of tables

Method proposed in [11]
Our method
(Given Episode)

1-dimensional
10
1
(5.4)

2-dimensional
13
5
(3.4)

Partition Label
58
14
(4.9)

Over-expanded Label
19
16
(4.7)

Combination
26
23
(4.1)

Table 3. Comparison of the number of lacking descriptions
it uses interpretations given by humans and generalized table structures instead of a domain-speciﬁc knowledge base.
We applied our approach to many kinds of tables in order
to show its usefulness and to clear up possible issues. As a
result of our experiments, we conﬁrmed that our method can
extract detailed relations using interpretations given by humans compared with the automatic approach based on prior
knowledge such as table cognition model and features of
types and location of data. This shows that out method is
suited to extraction of various relations which are needed
for descriptions in RDF/OWL such as property-property
value pairs, class hierarchies and property hierarchies.
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